


Category Page Subclause Line Comment
Must be
Satisfied Proposed Change

Disposition
Status Disposition Detail

Editorial 58 8.6.2 1678 The sentence in lines 1678 to 1680 is hardly readable. No

Change to: This can be from inadvertent tripping of an unfaulted
line immediately after energization or during unsuccessful three-
phase auto reclosing into single or two-phase faults in the
healthy phase(s). REVISED

Sentence revised to:

"Delayed current zeros can be caused by events such as:
 - tripping of an unfaulted line immediately after energization
 - tripping all three poles after a re-close into a single or two-
phase fault"

Technical 83 C.2.1.1 2352

The clause talks about the different recovery voltages occurring
under different grounding conditions. How does this clause
relate to clause 4.5.2 "Test voltage and grounding, three-phase
test" of C37.100.2, which says that both the supply and
capacitor should never be isolated? No

Check the relation to C37.100.2 cl. 4.5.2 and provide rationale
of any differences. REJECTED

The proposed change in the comment does not contain
sufficient detail so that the CRG can understand the specific
changes that satisfy the commenter.

C.2.1.1 discusses the expected range for recovery voltage of
capacitors banks in service which is expected to be between
2.0 p.u. and 4.05 p.u. depending on the capacitor bank
grounding and pole opening sequence.  C37.100.2 clause 4.5.2
discusses three-phase testing and does not give expected
values for the recovery voltage.

Technical 4 3 508
The definition of "transient overvoltage factor" is difficult to
understand and should be improved. No

The transient overvoltage factor is defined as the ratio of the
peak transient voltage appearing during opening between a
circuit breaker disconnected terminal and the neutral of the
disconnected capacitance to the phase to neutral crest voltage
prior to opening. REJECTED

The proposed change does not add sufficient improvement to
the existing definition.

Editorial 3 3 373
According to the IEEE Style manual the defined term should
not be in the definition. No

Delete the introductory words, "Current chopping is" (I think the
editors can do this as it does not introduce a change in
meaning) REVISED Fixed all similar instances in the definitions clause.

Editorial 35 6.4.2.3 1227

Color graphs are difficult to incorporate into a standard and
should only be used when essential.  Since there is no legend
for the various colors, can they be eliminated? No

Remove blue and red colors from Fig. 13 or add legend showing
the parameters represented. REVISED Removed blue and red colors from Figure 13.

Editorial 4 3 499 No ACCEPTED
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Agenda

1. Call to Order
2. Introduction of Members and Guests
3. Review of Copyright Policy and Patent slides

Call for Patents
If anyone is aware of any Patent Claims that might be Essential Patent Claims please
make that known to the Working Group at this time.

4. Approval of Minutes from October 11th, 2021
5. Review and Approval of Agenda
6. Review ballot results and comments from recirculation
7. Adjournment
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Review Initial ballot results and comments

PC37.012, Draft 5
Open date 30 Nov 2021
Close date 30 Dec 2021
Ballot Group

Members: 103
Return Ballots:  85 (82% meets minimum return rate of 75%)

Approve 78
Disapprove with MBS (Must Be Satisfied) 6
Abstentions 1

Approval Rate:  92% (Meets minimum approval rate of 75%)
Total comments:  257
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Review Recirculation ballot results and comments

PC37.012, Draft 7
Open date 10 Mar 2022
Close date 25 Mar 2022
Ballot Group

Members: 103
Return Ballots:  88 (85% meets minimum return rate of 75%)

Approve 86
Disapprove with MBS (Must Be Satisfied) 1
Abstentions 1

Approval Rate:  98% (Meets minimum approval rate of 75%)
Total comments:  6
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Comment ID:  293473, Page 58, Subclause 8.6.2, Line 1678
When switching a line or cable whose charging current is more than 50% compensated with shunt reactors, and
those shunt reactors are connected to the line or cable before it is energized, it needs to be understood that a
rapid opening (within a few ten to thousand milliseconds) after a closing operation can result in delayed current
zeros. This can be from inadvertent tripping of an unfaulted line immediately after energization or tripping all
three poles after a re-close into a single or two-phase fault where the unfaulted phases could experience delayed
current zeros. When an alternating-current (ac) circuit breaker opens a current zero must exist within a certain
time after contact parting for successful current interruption to occur. The delayed current zeros associated with
switching lines and reactors together can potentially lead to a failure for the circuit breaker to interrupt which
can result in equipment damage or other system related concerns. Such a rapid opening after closing should be
avoided by a tripping delay, or the shunt reactor should be disconnected before the line circuit breaker is opened.
An appropriately sized preinsertion resistor or controlled closing may be another solution.

Proposed Change:

This can be from inadvertent tripping of an unfaulted line immediately after
energization or during unsuccessful three-phase auto reclosing into single
or two-phase faults in the healthy phase(s).

Comment:

The sentence in lines 1678 to 1680 is hardly readable.
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Comment ID:  293418 Page 83, Subclause C2.1.1, Line 2352
Most capacitor banks are built either as single-phase, or three-phase wye. The grounding of the power system
neutral and the capacitor bank neutral are key items in determining the required insulation level of the neutral
connection and the recovery voltage that the switching device will need to withstand. An effectively grounded
neutral system, and a grounded wye capacitor bank will impose the lowest possible recovery voltage on the
switching device (2.0 p.u. maximum). The downside is that inrush current transients and harmonic currents will
be conducted in the grounding system. An ungrounded capacitor bank can impose a recovery voltage from 2.50
p.u. to 4.05 p.u. depending on the opening sequence of the three poles of the switching device. Obviously since
there is no ground connection neither inrush currents nor harmonic currents will be conducted in the grounding
system. See IEEE Std 1036 for further guidance on the application of shunt capacitors.

Comment:

The clause talks about the different recovery voltages occurring under different grounding conditions. How
does this clause relate to clause 4.5.2 "Test voltage and grounding, three-phase test" of C37.100.2, which
says that both the supply and capacitor should never be isolated?

Proposed Change:

Check the relation to C37.100.2 cl. 4.5.2 and provide rationale of any differences.
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Comment ID:  293418 Page 83, Subclause C2.1.1, Line 2352

Proposed Disposition Detail (Reject):

C.2.1.1 discusses the expected range for recovery voltage of capacitors banks in service which is expected
to be between 2.0 p.u. and 4.05 p.u. depending on the capacitor bank grounding and pole opening
sequence. C37.100.2 clause 4.5.2 discusses three-phase testing and does not give expected values for
the recovery voltage. With respect to grounding in clause C37.100.2 clause 4.5.2, it says the following:

"For capacitor bank current switching tests, the capacitor bank neutral shall be grounded or isolated
depending upon the capacitor bank neutral condition being tested. To test a capacitor with grounded
neutral both the supply neutral and the capacitor neutral shall be grounded. To test a capacitor with
ungrounded neutral, either the neutral of the supply or the neutral of the capacitor bank shall be grounded
but not both."
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Comment ID:  293417 Page 4, Subclause 3, Line 508

transient overvoltage factor: The transient overvoltage factor is defined as the ratio of the transient voltage
appearing between a circuit breaker disconnected terminal and the neutral of the disconnected capacitance
during opening to the operating line to neutral crest voltage prior to opening.

Proposed Change (also change where this appears in 5.9):

The transient overvoltage factor is defined as the ratio of the peak transient
voltage appearing during opening between a circuit breaker disconnected
terminal and the neutral of the disconnected capacitance to the phase to
neutral crest voltage prior to opening.

Comment:

The definition of "transient overvoltage factor" is difficult to understand and
should be improved.
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Comment ID:  293399 Page 3, Subclause 3, Line 373

current chopping: Current chopping is an interruption prior to the natural power frequency current zero of the
circuit connected to the circuit breaker.

Proposed Change:

Fix along with other instances in the definitions

Comment:

Delete the introductory words, "Current chopping is" (I think the editors can
do this as it does not introduce a change in meaning)
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Comment ID:  293398 Page 35, Subclause 6.4.2.3, Line 1227

Proposed Change:

Remove blue and red colors from Fig. 13 or add legend showing the parameters
represented.

Comment:

Color graphs are difficult to incorporate into a standard and should only be used when
essential. Since there is no legend for the various colors, can they be eliminated?

Ii peak = 26.5 kA, fi = 15.6 kHz
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Comment ID:  293397 Page 4, Subclause 3, Line 499

single capacitor bank switching: Switching of a capacitor bank whose inrush current is limited by the
inductance of the source, buswork inductance, and its own capacitance. Other capacitor banks and cables are not
sufficiently coupled to the bank to so that the inrush current magnitude is less than 20 x the steady state
capacitor bank current.

Proposed Change:

such that

Comment:

typographical grammer error " to so that the "
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